ABSTRACT: Identification of Background is very important feature in Image Processing. Detecting the Background from its Foreground is unique feature used in many applications such as Military, Traffic monitoring and Video Surveillance etc. This separation can be achieved by background subtraction methods but they are not that efficient. The most commonly used approaches are Statistical model and GMM. Among these statistical modal is not applicable in multimodal background in which objects shows repetitive motion. The main aim of this paper is to separate background and foreground using Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM), background identifying algorithm and designing soc Using Mat lab and Cadence tool which gives high accuracy and less power consumption.
I.INTRODUCTION
Image processing is method in which some operations are done on image using mathematical operations whose input is an image or video and whose output is an image or its related parameters. Image processing has many applications which require ultra speed processing. Shape recognition, segmentation, feature extraction etc comes under processing of image [1] . Different algorithms are proposed for detection of motion of the object. Temporal difference technique detects the dynamic part (background) of image by relative comparing of two frames [2] . The other technique is Background subtraction in which object in motion is detected by comparing the value of pixel with reference value (reference value is decided by static part of image) [2] . In statistical model also the detection is by comparing the value of pixel with a threshold value if the value of pixel is higher than threshold then it is classified as Foreground [1] [5] . In this method single Gaussian is used to represent single pixel.
The main aim of this paper is to detect and separate background and foreground. This separation is done by using mixture model [3] . Mixture model is a probabilistic model used to represent subpopulation with in an overpopulation i,e background acts as over population and foreground acts as subpopulation [4] . There are different types of mixture models to separate background and foreground. Among them Gaussians Mixture Model which is more accurate is used in this paper for separations [2] . The methodology adopted is hardware implementation of GMM algorithm is done in Mat lab simulink whose input is an image or video and output is obtained. Then using simulink a verilog code is generated. That code is executed in cadence nc tool and waveforms are generated. Area report and schematic diagram is generated finally soc is designed.
II. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL
In GMM each pixel is represented by two or more mixture of Gaussian distribution function [1] . In multimodal backgrounds where objects exhibits repetitive motion in such cases when a pixel lie in that region the intensity distribution is done properly where as in case of Statistical model single pixel is represented by single Gaussian distribution so whenever multimodal background is used for detection then the pixel's brightness value always flips between two or three values which leads to false foreground detection [1] [2] . Hence by using GMM this problem is avoided and accurate output is obtained. In this model each pixel is composed by a group of Gaussian distributions. Each pixel is associated with 4 parameters namely weight, mean, variance and match sum [1] (it is a condition based on which the pixel is classified as background or foreground). Based on these parameters the following equations are formulated for hardware implementation:
Fitness(F k,t ) is K Gaussians distribution for every pixel which are arranged in decreasing order of their parameters [2] . Match sum(M K ) is a condition which verifies K Gaussians used for modelling the pixel. In this match sum 2 is a threshold value. M K decides whether a pixel is a part of background or not. Once a pixel satisfies the above two conditions i,e higher fitness and match sum condition =1 then it is considered as matched distribution and its respective parameters are updated further.
The algorithm used, GMM acts as Background detecting circuit the below formula is used for designing the circuit The above equation adds weight for 'b' Gaussian distributions, arranged from those pixels which has highest fitness rate until their sum is higher than T( t is a threshold value between 0&1)[1] [2] . Finally the set of distribution which satisfies the above equation represents Bg(background) and pixels which matches these Gaussians conditions are classified as Bg pixel [1] . The other pixels which doesn't satisfies this Gaussian conditions are considered as Fg(foreground). In this method the accuracy of background identification increases with increase in Gaussians distribution per pixel in normal condition or in multimodal condition also.
III. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLENTATIONAL RESULTS
To implement any method we require a software platform and to analyze the behavior of the result obtain its simulation is must. The main purpose of this paper is to separate background and foreground and design a soc for Gaussian mixture model. This is done using mat lab simulink and cadence tool. The method involved is as follows:
Step 1: Background detection is done with Gaussian mixture model algorithm. In order to get the desired output first a hardware implementation block diagram must be designed in simulink by considering all the image parameters. Hardware implementation of foreground detector is done using the proper selection of its relevant parameters such as learning rate, match and fitness.
Fig 1: Hardware implementation of foreground detector
The Flow Chart Of The Methodology is shown below which describes how the present system is implemented using simulink and cadence tool.:
Fig 2 : Flow Chart
Step 2: Once the background detector is designed and tested in simulink then design the entire logical block with other sources and sink i.e. input image capture and if the input is a video then frame to pixel converter at input section then at output pixel to frame converter and image or video viewer is used. The entire logic block is designed in simulink and simulated. To this foreground detector input image or an video is given. If video is given as input each frame must be converted into pixel and given as input to detector and at output section also a pixel to frame converter must be placed. the detector designed i.e. figure 1 takes input as pixels and then the respective parameters of the pixels i.e. learning rate , match and fitness are calculated. Using the match sum equation provided above we can distinguish weather it is background or foreground related pixel. Even the background equation formulated helps us to detect weather the pixel is of foreground or background image. The entire process is done in detector figure 1 and the related output is obtained and converted back to image. Then the absolute output is obtained in output window which will only have a foreground its background been subtracted. The thing to be noticed is if an blur image is also given as input to the system accurate output is obtained. Step 3: An video or image is given as input then select a particular object in whose foreground and background has to be separated. Then run the logic simulator. The further analysis is done by converting the logic diagram into HDL code. A unique feature of simulink is it has inbuilt function of converting the given logic diagram into C or VHDL code. We need to take care of values obtained in VHDL after conversions. The further analysis is done by converting the logic diagram into HDL code. A unique feature of simulink is it has inbuilt function of converting the given logic diagram into C or VHDL code. We need to take care of values obtained in VHDL after conversions.
Step 4: Cadence tool The code generated is used in cadence nc tool. In vi editor the code is written and made error free then executed and debugged. After execution to observe waveform the code is sent to waveform window where respective waveform is generated.
Fig 5: Simulation output
Then the code obtained is executed in cadence and its respective waveforms, schematic and SOC is generated. The parameters mean , variance, match sum and co-variance are plotted on waveform. We can observe that as the values changes the output obtained also changes according to the match sum condition given. Then schematic diagram is generated, Schematic is a drawing showing all significant components, parts, or tasks (and their interconnections) of a circuit, device, flow, process, or project by means of standard symbols.
Fig 6: Schematic diagram
Step 5: Area report is generated Once schematic is generated then area report is found. The area report gives a summary of the area of each component in the current design. The report gives the number of gates and the area size based on the specified technology library.
Step 6 : Generated SOC for GMM First in order to design SOC, encounter tool must be used. In which floor planning is done first. The method of proper arrangement of blocks with in a allocated space in order to satisfy the require functionality without any conflicts. These must be done by considering all other parameters such as placement and route etc. Along with floor planning power rating must also be done. A grid is formed in which the power is distributed equally to the each block. final soc required for implementation of GMM algorithm is shown below. 
IV. APPLICATIONS
This method is used in fields like military applications, traffic monitoring and video surveillance. And in every field where image segmentation and separation of foreground is needed.
V. CONCLUSION
Separation of foreground from background is done and SOC is designed for GMM algorithm for detection which is clearly seen in figure 4 in which input is a image from a video sequence and output is a image with only foreground i ,e its background is subtracted from it. Further implementation can be done by separating both fore and background as it in color format and combining it with other backgrounds.
